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1. Introduction: 
 

Working with AICI’s steering committee, we defined seven subject areas where we felt it 
would be useful to have a better sense of the motivating factors underlying our findings 
from the AICI quantitative membership survey.  The steering committee then identified ten 
opinion leaders who were considered knowledgeable in these subject areas and whose 
opinions were known to be valued within AICI’s membership.  This report below is the 
result of our interviews with these ten opinion leaders.  

Participants: 

 Carol A Davidson   Dominique Isbecque  Alyce Parsons  

 Bev Dwane   Deborah M. King  Elaine Stoltz 

 Marion Gellatly   Carla Mathis   Anna S. Wildermuth 

 Marva L. Goldsmith    

 

2. Executive Summary:  
 

Virtually every opinion leader interviewed felt that marketing and promoting brand 
awareness were key areas on which AICI needed to focus.  In so doing, this would help 
increase membership and boost the numbers of those seeking to become certified.  

Some suggested that it would be money well-spent if AICI hired a specialist who would be 
solely responsible for executing/monitoring marketing and branding related exercises both 
at national as well as local chapter levels. There was also a feeling amongst the 
interviewees that forming strategic partnerships with retailers, fashion designers, schools, 
and other nonprofit organizations would be a cost-efficient way to bring about greater 
awareness of the image consulting profession and AICI’s certification programs. Certified 
members felt that AICI should be more forceful in encouraging non-certified members to 
work towards a certification as many non-certified members were getting the same 
benefits from AICI membership as certified members were. 
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Interviewees also stressed the need for a more visual and revamped AICI website and for 
the national office to constantly communicate with chapters and members on a regular 
basis and solicit feedback on their expectations from AICI.  Opinion leaders felt that such 
enhanced member communications and data-gathering would help AICI build attractive 
programs covering current trends, business practices and future prospects in the image 
consulting industry and thereby build membership and attract more conference attendees. 

Every opinion leader was aware of the AICI’s financial constraints and endeavored to 
identify cost effective ways (through strategic partnerships, better communications with 
members and chapters, as well as better use of Internet tools including the social media, 
the AICI website, and search engines) through which AICI could build its brand globally.  
The key is to provide AICI’s chapters the means to do the work themselves—so that AICI 
headquarters is seen to be complementing and not replacing the work of the chapters. 

 

 

 

3. Summary of Results: 
 

 

 

 

 

On the Marketing and Branding front, the interviewees were unanimous in highlighting the 
lack of any kind of marketing or branding initiative from AICI.  

“All of the chapters operate autonomously but in general there is no local public relations 
effort or program anywhere locally to promote AICI’s certification program or certificate 
holders. No local PR – Biggest issue for AICI” 

“AICI has done a poor job in communicating to people (members, non-members and other 
stakeholders). Part of the challenge is that most of the people are volunteers. Execution is a 
challenge when there are very few reinforcements and when volunteers have fulltime 
commitments elsewhere.” 

AICI members believe there is value in AICI membership, particularly certification, but there 
are areas where they do believe improvements could be made:  

1. Regional/AICI marketing tools need to be more numerous and improved—could you 
please share your thoughts on what cost-effective improvement might be made in these 
areas? 

Scope of the following Sections: Topic wise Summary of Opinion Leader Interviews, 
Interview Transcripts and the plan and methodology for undertaking the next level of 
Focus Group studies. 
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“Not seen any marketing initiatives except possibly at a chapter level. The challenge is 
developing a strategy and approach to  market AICI at an international level. Members need 
to see some marketing to the public so that people (particularly their clients and potential 
clients) understand what an image consultant does. AICI also of course needs to market the 
industry. This has never happened in the last 20 years” 

While highlighting the fact that marketing campaigns would require sizeable investments, 
many of the interviewees felt that it would be money well spent and in addition suggested 
low cost marketing and brand building avenues like Search engine optimizations (Google, 
Wiki), Active Social Media presence (Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter), Partnerships with 
Retailers, Trade journals, Blogs, Reaching out to well-known media/social personalities, 
Distribution of marketing tools like Post cards, Book Marks, Posters etc. would really help 
AICI develop greater brand awareness within the public at large. Opinion Leaders 
suggested that these activities need to be undertaken seriously and immediately at both the 
national as well as the local chapter levels. A dedicated resource would be needed to plan, 
monitor and execute marketing and branding related projects for AICI. 

“Invest in some very smart Google adword advertising for the different regions, so when 
people are locally searching for image consultants they will find AICI and resources 

Invest in ONLINE advertising to help create awareness; 

Trade journals, blogs, etc with audiences that may feel the need to find image 
consultants 

Trade journals, blogs, etc with audiences who would seek out Image Consulting 
Training 

Trade journals, blogs, etc with audiences in related fields who would benefit from 
joining AICI and adding credentials/CEU's (this may encourage local chapter 
membership increase as well)” 

 

 

 

 

 

Opinion Leaders felt that brand building avenues like partnerships with retailers, reaching 
out to well-known media/social personalities, participation in national level events, 

2. AICI members’ clients, general public, and consultants are not as familiar as they should 
be with the image management profession generally, AICI, or AICI’s certification 
program.  What are your thoughts as to ways AICI could help address these issues? 
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partnering with corporations and other nonprofit organizations for special events etc. 
would really help AICI in terms of developing greater brand awareness in the society at 
large. 

“AICI has not yet identified or utilized cost effective methods for building relationships with 
large retailers at an international level – like Macy’s etc.  Such partnerships  would help 
create brand recognition” 

“Statement from AICI about their value adds to the image consulting industry and for 
members to educate clients – Post Cards, Bookmarks and other marketing materials” 

“Civility program was done well. Create the effort to provide for an awareness campaign for 
image consulting. Needs a targeted effort. Do a little research on what on the internet can be 
asked for sponsorship – TV programs on the internet. Disability program could be a good 
platform for building awareness. Corporate sponsorships for events. Develop partnerships 
with organizations such as the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation for specialized programs 
that could be delivered to them. Disability education in a specific area – explore other large 
projects – ex. Women Losing Weight etc....Joint programs should be explored at a national 
level. Participate in national events for specialist marketing strategies” 

 

 

 

Opinion Leaders spoke about the need for compelling seminars, conferences and training 
programs for members to attend. They also felt that it was necessary to incentivize image 
consultants by means of CEU’s to attend meetings and conferences. In specific cases, 
Opinion Leaders cited examples of image consultants having to travel very long distances, 
putting other commitments aside for local chapter events, conferences and meetings. Video 
conferences, Webinars and other electronic platforms could serve the needs of such 
members, they felt. They also suggested that training programs need to be designed 
keeping in mind the “value” in it for the attendees. Examples - Programs inviting speakers 
from other industries like style, fashion, retail etc.., programs which give image consultants 
a feel for the latest industry trends in different countries like Milan, Paris etc, - would 
definitely attract a large audience.  

“Provide relevant programs. Collaborate with corporates and retail chains. AICI international 
to segregate conferences at local and international levels. International level conferences are 
not inexpensive but unique. You need unique programs with a lot of value add. International 
conference level programs should be high level ones not available at a local level – what is 
happening in Milan, Paris etc…global exposure” 

3. What can the chapters do to help offer strong, enticing programs to attract their 
members to attend?  
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“What if AICI could hire a specialist to assist Chapters with ideas and events? Give suggestions 
for events with templates and guidance on how to make them happen” 

“CEU's – Offer Continuing Education Unit for attendance – Points for attendance....even if it is 
just .05 points” 

 

 

 

A majority of the opinion leaders also felt that AICI’s website was still not serving the 
greater needs of its members and the image consulting community. Most of the opinion 
leaders thought that their needs would be better served by a website which is Visual, has 
information that attracts the image consulting industry at large – viz. recent business 
trends in the industry, new partnerships, member highlights/achievements, business 
opportunities for image consultants, training resources, webinars etc..  

In addition, some of the interviewees felt that board decisions and minutes of board 
meetings should be made available to all. It was also suggested that Chapter officers should 
be given the responsibility of disseminating board decisions, minutes etc. 

“Lot of general information which is not current. What are recent trends, in any area, that 
should be of concern to members?  What is happening economically that might affect 
business? More on current affairs and current information. Case studies on member success 
stories. Partnerships with Fashion Group International. Invest in trend related information. 
Latest information on Corporate Affairs, how to position oneself in tough economic times” 

“One of the most valuable services AICI offers is being prominently featured on Google search 
engines and related searches. Continue to smartly invest in this - with highly skilled experts 
who can do a lot cost efficiently. Clean up the website, information sharing tools –Hire 
someone to research and fill up the communication gap. Innovative ideas!” 

 

 

 

 

On the Certification front, most of the Opinion Leaders felt that Image Consultants were 
gauged primarily on their capabilities and past work, though the certification was good to 
have. Certified members have made sustained efforts to market AICI certifications and their 

5. What do you consider the value of AICI certification—from the perspective of the client 
as well as the consultant who is certified?  How might this be better measured and 
communicated in these economic times?    

 

4. Most AICI members believe AICI’s communications are adequate while about 1 in 3 want 
more.  They also believe current communications provide only “average” usefulness.  
What are your thoughts on how AICI’s communications might be improved?    
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importance to clients but feel that a broader awareness campaign through industry 
partnerships, joint programs with cross industry partners (like stylists, fashion designers, 
HR firms, Colleges etc..) is something which can be undertaken only by AICI at a larger 
scale. Some of the Opinion Leaders also voiced their concerns about non-certified members 
being featured on AICI’s website, and felt that this was not only hurting AICI’s 
opportunities on the certification front but also affecting certified members. Some of the 
Opinion Leaders also felt that specialties like Color, Styling, Dressing Men/Women etc.. 
could be incorporated as specialization streams in the current curriculum.   

“I don’t feel enough people know about AICI. They know that the consultant is certified. AICI 
needs to be better known as it is important for every consultant for clients to know AICI. Make 
this more valued, will be easier to get more members to join and get certified. Really need to 
market their differentiators” 

“A lot of image consultants don’t have certification but are successful. Having the certification 
should be made a selling point. Certification should be made a part of the awareness 
campaign. “Are you hiring image consultants that are certified?” – Awareness. Ensure 
certified image consultants set the standard and benchmarks in the industry through 
professional conduct as well” 

 

 
 

 

On the area of AICI building Partnerships with Schools and other educational institutions, 
most of the Opinion Leaders felt that it was a great idea but added that AICI should keep 
itself away from providing education programs since this was already being undertaken by 
a number of members themselves. Awareness and Information sessions about Image 
Consulting as a profession, In house demo classes by certified image consultants and 
curriculum design in Universities and Business schools would definitely be of great help. 

 

“There are already image programs in schools like FIT, several schools in California, Junior 
colleges etc.. AICI should be a consultant to schools and colleges on the curriculum front. Don’t 
think AICI should get into educating” 
 
“Yes! Beauty Schools, Make Up schools, Visual Communication schools, Psychology 
departments in universities, Communication Departments in universities, any theatre or 
Drama departments – Training for auditions. Trade schools of Hair, Stylus, Make Up. Weight 
Loss Programs, FIT, Coaching –schools for coaching, public speaking etc. Give to the 

6. Do you think it feasible and desirable for AICI to partner with schools or other 
organizations in the education and training field to expand the reach of its educational 
programs? 
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organization and mentor younger students and consultants. Invest a professional who can 
research and reach out to various research universities, organizations, schools” 

 
“Yes definitely to get people interested but not educating people. As you go and look into the 
group – large number of members will find a conflict of interest with AICI who train other 
image consultants or others in the industry. Get credible trainers to train” 
 
“Opportunity to make money. Good for branding. Jointly branded programs with universities – 
individual consultants to have a money making opportunity and expand their networks” 
 
 

 

 

Finally on the issue of translation, a majority of the interviewees felt that the best possible 
way of undertaking this task with minimal expenses was to: 

 Translate only the most essential materials 
 Undertake translations based on the current membership base and foreseeable 

demand 
 Allocate a small amount for countries with strong memberships to undertake 

essential translations 
 Encourage Volunteering for translations 

 
“Should be handled on a volunteer basis. Maybe the chapter can take that on or the 
membership can take a certain percentage from their revenues. Membership rebates can be 
given to certain country chapters which need translation budgets. As the pot grows more 
translations can be undertaken. Possibly offer leadership points for people who undertake 
initiative within a chapter” 
 
“Pick key languages and translate key materials only. Don’t translate all materials into all 
languages” 
 

4. Interview Transcripts: 
 

1. 01.23.2012, 3:00 PM 

 

 

7. Most AICI members are not ready to bear the cost of translating AICI’s materials into 
languages other than English.  How important is this issue?  Do you have any 
suggestion(s) as to how this can or should be handled?    

AICI members believe there is value in AICI membership, particularly certification, but there 
are areas where they do believe improvements could be made:  

1. Regional/AICI marketing tools need to be more numerous and improved—could you 
please share your thoughts on what cost-effective improvement might be made in these 
areas? 
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“All of the chapters operate autonomously so nothing in specific. No local PR – Biggest issue 
for AICI” 

 

 

 

 

“Onus is on the members. Information is there on website. Power classes/ remote webinars 
to be done on a quarterly basis. Members should take up the onus to reach out locally and 
report to headquarters” 

 

 

 

“Offer compelling programs, ongoing education, grassroots reach outs to members, emails, 
reach out to each member through surveys, Strategic partnerships with retailers would be 
effective, membership benefits lacking, members are busy with respective businesses. 
Better at national level. Reach out to image consultants. Local focus groups, casual invites, 
local businesses, don’t rely solely on email or social networking. There is lot of 
dissatisfaction due to which people are not getting in acquaintances as members” 

 

 

 

 

 

“Lot of general information which is not current. What are the trends for the season. What 
is happening economically that might affect business? More on current affairs and current 
information. Case studies on Member success stories. Partnerships with Fashion Group 

2. AICI members’ clients, general public, and consultants are not as familiar as they should 
be with the image management profession generally, AICI, or AICI’s certification 
program.  What are your thoughts as to ways AICI could help address these issues? 

  

3. What can the chapters do to help offer strong, enticing programs to attract their 
members to attend?  

4. Most AICI members believe AICI’s communications are adequate while about 1 in 3 want 
more.  They also believe current communications provide only “average” usefulness.  
What are your thoughts on how AICI’s communications might be improved?    
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International. Invest in trend related information. Latest information on Corporate Affairs, 
how to position oneself in tough economic times. Statistics like “Career builder says 75% 
recruiting firms look at personality and presentation….” That can be used in marketing to 
get clients” 

 

 

 

 

 

“I don’t feel enough people know about AICI. They know that the consultant is certified. 
AICI needs to be better known as it is important for every consultant for clients to know 
AICI. Make this more valued, will be easier to get more members to join and get certified. 
Really need to market their differentiators” 

 

 

 

 

 
“Yes. Idea of referral generation is huge in the business but should not limit themselves just 
to the education sector. List only certified members on the website. Distinguish between 
certified and non-certified members. Membership will go up if AICI markets its 
partnerships as a potential to get its members referrals” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. What do you consider the value of AICI certification—from the perspective of the client 
as well as the consultant who is certified?  How might this be better measured and 
communicated in these economic times?    

 

6. Do you think it feasible and desirable for AICI to partner with schools or other 
organizations in the education and training field to expand the reach of its educational 
programs? 

 

7. Most AICI members are not ready to bear the cost of translating AICI’s materials into 
languages other than English.  How important is this issue?  Do you have any 
suggestion(s) as to how this can or should be handled?    
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To be worldwide, this cost needs to be borne by AICI. Funding issue. If AICI wants to be 
worldwide organization then they should take the responsibility of translating though 
professional translators. They need to be a professional organization, so hire professional 
translators to do the job. Stop looking out to members to contribute. Before you add a 
chapter ensure that materials are translated into the local language. What do we want to be 
to the world?  

 

2. 01.24.2012, 11:00 AM 

 

 

 

 

 

“Nothing at the moment. Have done a poor job in communicating to people. Part of the 
challenge is that most of the people are volunteers. Execution is a challenge when there are 
very few reinforcements” 

 

 

 

“Agree with that. Non certified consultants do not have an idea about the certification as 
well. Clients don’t see value in certification as non-certified consultants come cheaper so 
there is no demand. Do not list anyone who is not certified on AICI website. This is not 
doing good to AICI’s image as well” 

 

 

 

 

 

AICI members believe there is value in AICI membership, particularly certification, but there 
are areas where they do believe improvements could be made:  

1. Regional/AICI marketing tools need to be more numerous and improved—could you 
please share your thoughts on what cost-effective improvement might be made in these 
areas? 

2. AICI members’ clients, general public, and consultants are not as familiar as they should 
be with the image management profession generally, AICI, or AICI’s certification 
program.  What are your thoughts as to ways AICI could help address these issues? 

  

3. What can the chapters do to help offer strong, enticing programs to attract their 
members to attend?  
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“They have to find qualified programs. Spend some money on the speakers. People will pay 
for quality programs” 

 

 

 

“International Board’s decisions made at Board meetings should be made public. People 
are kept in dark about decisions and changes made subsequently. Chapter officers should 
make Board Reports and they should make reports public. Sometimes the Board becomes 
an elite group and loses connection to the meager members. They should keep themselves 
in the shoes of the lower rung staff while making decisions. Listen to younger image 
consultants. Educate members about the method of communications like Monday minutes 
– Lot of people don’t open the minutes. To make it compulsory for members to read 
minutes” 

 

 

 

“They need to educate the general public about image consulting is. Certification would be 
accepted gradually” 

 

 

 

“There are already image programs in schools like FIT, several schools in California, Junior 
colleges etc.. AICI should be a consultant to schools and colleges on the curriculum front. 
Don’t think AICI should get into educating” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Most AICI members believe AICI’s communications are adequate while about 1 in 3 want 
more.  They also believe current communications provide only “average” usefulness.  
What are your thoughts on how AICI’s communications might be improved?    

 

5. What do you consider the value of AICI certification—from the perspective of the client 
as well as the consultant who is certified?  How might this be better measured and 
communicated in these economic times?    

 

6. Do you think it feasible and desirable for AICI to partner with schools or other 
organizations in the education and training field to expand the reach of its educational 
programs? 

 

7. Most AICI members are not ready to bear the cost of translating AICI’s materials into 
languages other than English.  How important is this issue?  Do you have any 
suggestion(s) as to how this can or should be handled?    
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“Possibly the chapter for that country can use the money allotted to them from the 
international membership fee for translations required for that country. It is a problem. 
Find out what other international associations do and try and emulate instead of 
reinventing the wheel” 

 

 

3. 01.25.2012, 11:00 AM 

 

 

 

 

 

“It is challenging to encourage the members who live at a great distance to come to 
meetings. They work on weekends as well. How do you make being a member of AICI 
viable? 

Invest in some very smart Google adword advertising for the different regions, so when 
people are locally searching for image consultants they will find AICI and resources 

Invest in ONLINE advertising to help create awareness; 

 Trade journals, blogs, etc with audiences that may feel the need to find image 
consultants 

 Trade journals, blogs, etc with audiences who would seek out Image Consulting 
Training 

 Trade journals, blogs, etc with audiences in related fields who would benefit from 
joining AICI and adding credentials/CEU's (this may encourage local chapter 
membership increase as well)” 

 

 

 

 

AICI members believe there is value in AICI membership, particularly certification, but there 
are areas where they do believe improvements could be made:  

1. Regional/AICI marketing tools need to be more numerous and improved—could you 
please share your thoughts on what cost-effective improvement might be made in these 
areas? 

2. AICI members’ clients, general public, and consultants are not as familiar as they should 
be with the image management profession generally, AICI, or AICI’s certification 
program.  What are your thoughts as to ways AICI could help address these issues? 
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“Invest more in Google adwords and strategic advertising 
 

Website refinement - less clutter, more strategic messaging -- clearer communication-- 
could help. Especially on the home page.  

Would need to hire a very capable and proven user interface designer to improve.  

I and others have had difficulty navigating the site and finding the things we are 
looking for. 

Important to educate clients and general public. People have to be enticed to get an image 
consultant.  

BLOG featured prominently on the site. Members have a plethora of information on various 
areas.  AICI members with the highest levels of certification should be invited to contribute 
on a regular basis, with a hierarchy of opportunity for various levels of certification. For 
instance: 

CIM 1x per month 

CIP 1x per 2 months 

FLC - submit articles to editor for review and opportunity to feature based on relevance 

The guidelines for writing articles could be defined, perhaps with a focus of increasing 
awareness and educating people with the profession. Success stories, etc. 

Tools like quizzes to be developed to educate people. Image consultants should have 
solutions to people’s problems and these solutions can be worked upon at a national level.  

Consider a certification program for various specialties. Style, Color analysis, dressing men, 
women, Shopping etc…Including specialties would help image consultants work with 
people from different fields like fashion, hair stylists etc..” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

3. What can the chapters do to help offer strong, enticing programs to attract their 
members to attend?  
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“Image consultants are not great event planners and business savy, in general. Chapters 
often have a hard time bringing something of interest and value when they lack time, 
resources and ideas. Especially in an economy where everyone is struggling to make it 
work, and are volunteering on top of that to try to do the job of a qualified event planner. 

What if AICI could hire a specialist to assist Chapters with ideas and events? Give a strong 
list of possibilities for events with templates and guidance on how to make it happen. 

CEU's – Offer Continuing Education Unit for attendance – Points for attendance....even just 
.05 

Those who can’t attend conference go to Local chapter meetings/events to make up for the 
points. 

Give members some value to attend – be innovative. 

In general Chapters don’t have funds, skills and resources to undertake effective programs. 
AICI needs to figure out some innovative ways to provide this without demanding more 
time from volunteer chapter leaders” 

 

 

 

“One of the most valuable services AICI offers is being prominently featured on Google 
search engines and related searches. Continue to smartly invest in this - with highly skilled 
experts who can do a lot cost efficiently 

Clean up the website, information sharing tools –Hire someone to research and fill up the 
communication gap. Innovative ideas!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Most AICI members believe AICI’s communications are adequate while about 1 in 3 want 
more.  They also believe current communications provide only “average” usefulness.  
What are your thoughts on how AICI’s communications might be improved?    

 

5. What do you consider the value of AICI certification—from the perspective of the client 
as well as the consultant who is certified?  How might this be better measured and 
communicated in these economic times?    
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“Certification matters to some, but a consultant’s own image is the most important. There 
has been a general lack of attention to personal image and relevance by many CERTIFIED 
image consultants. If you look at their photo or see them in person, they are not someone 
that you would expect to be an image professional who is relevant and contemporary. 
There needs to be more emphasis on this, and more value placed on higher standards of 
professional image” 

 

 

 

“Yes! Beauty Schools, Make Up schools, Visual Communication schools, Psychology 
departments in universities, Communication Departments in universities, any theatre or 
Drama departments – Training for auditions. Trade schools of Hair, Stylus, Make Up. 
Weight Loss Programs, FIT, Coaching –schools for coaching, public speaking etc. Give to the 
organization and mentor younger students and consultants. 
Invest a professional who can research and reach out to various research universities, 
organizations, schools” 
 

 

 

 

“Important. Takes time but can be done without a lot of money. Countries that need 
translation – Break the material into sections through volunteers – hire an editor to 
translate critical components” 

 

 

 

 

 

4. 01.27.2012, 3:00 PM 

 

 

6. Do you think it feasible and desirable for AICI to partner with schools or other 
organizations in the education and training field to expand the reach of its educational 
programs? 

 

7. Most AICI members are not ready to bear the cost of translating AICI’s materials into 
languages other than English.  How important is this issue?  Do you have any 
suggestion(s) as to how this can or should be handled?    

AICI members believe there is value in AICI membership, particularly certification, but there 
are areas where they do believe improvements could be made:  

1. Regional/AICI marketing tools need to be more numerous and improved—could you 
please share your thoughts on what cost-effective improvement might be made in these 
areas? 
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“Difficult because US and a non US. Extremely difficult because of monetary problems. Not 
skilled individuals. From a larger point of view look at organizations in NAPO, National 
Speakers association, Home Decorators etc.. Look at these organizations and emulate 
instead of reinventing” 

 

 

 

“Vacation program is helping. Some US members find it valuable but once they have 
clientele they don’t find any use. In the non US sector, it is growing but will come to halt 
soon once businesses are established. Certification is important at earlier stages of the 
business or individual’s career. Strengthen the bar of certification so that the industry 
benefits from it. How do we take Home Decorators and Home Image Consultants and 
integrate them into the current certification program” 

 

 

 

“Name, Brand, Person – Do this in every region. Suze Orman – Have small chapters but 
everyone in the chapter attends conferences and meetings. You need a name brand person. 
CEU program to be implemented” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. AICI members’ clients, general public, and consultants are not as familiar as they should 
be with the image management profession generally, AICI, or AICI’s certification 
program.  What are your thoughts as to ways AICI could help address these issues? 

  

3. What can the chapters do to help offer strong, enticing programs to attract their 
members to attend?  

4. Most AICI members believe AICI’s communications are adequate while about 1 in 3 want 
more.  They also believe current communications provide only “average” usefulness.  
What are your thoughts on how AICI’s communications might be improved?    
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“Buckets of money. Email communication and marketing. Huffington Post is an example. 
Blog Post radio – Social Network link. AICI needs to have a specialist and a specific person 
designated to do this 24*7. Have someone who is monitoring Member Minutes, Social 
Network communications and everything else under communications” 

 

 

 

“Very valuable tool. Won’t always get a client but will creates opportunity to speak to 
clients” 

 

 

 

“Yes definitely to get people interested but not educating people. As you go and look into 
the group – large number of members will find a conflict of interest with AICI who train 
other image consultants or others in the industry. Get credible trainers to train” 
 

 

 

 

“If an organization wants to be international and this comes with a cost. Members are now 
not willing to pay for it. Translation comes with a cost. Some pieces can be translated but 
not the main content. Chapters can do it themselves if they want to but AICI can’t afford to 
pay for it. English has to be the universal language. Cannot bear the cost of translating 
entire set of materials for countries with very small chapter sizes” 

 

 

5. 01.30.2012, 1:00 PM 

 

 

5. What do you consider the value of AICI certification—from the perspective of the client 
as well as the consultant who is certified?  How might this be better measured and 
communicated in these economic times?    

 

6. Do you think it feasible and desirable for AICI to partner with schools or other 
organizations in the education and training field to expand the reach of its educational 
programs? 

 

7. Most AICI members are not ready to bear the cost of translating AICI’s materials into 
languages other than English.  How important is this issue?  Do you have any 
suggestion(s) as to how this can or should be handled?    

AICI members believe there is value in AICI membership, particularly certification, but there 
are areas where they do believe improvements could be made:  

1. Regional/AICI marketing tools need to be more numerous and improved—could you 
please share your thoughts on what cost-effective improvement might be made in these 
areas? 
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“Not aware that there are any marketing tools. Website is difficult to use. Too much data 
not easy to find information. Newsletter is not organized. AICI has cut back on newsletters. 
Brochures for conferences good. No marketing brochures on the image consulting industry 
for image consultants to carry. Branding tools to be put in place for the industry and for 
AICI” 

 

 

 

“It is upto the AICI member to convey to the client the importance of AICI membership and 
certification. AICI has already done enough but provide members with materials on the 
importance of certification programs so that this could be used by members to show their 
clients and increase awareness” 

 

 

 

“Members attend when there are strong programs. AICI needs to provide suggestions to 
chapters on how to conduct strong programs. Live or recorded webinars. “Chapter” model 
is not viable – Virtual chapters are more of a reality these days to address physical travel 
and physical presence issues” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. AICI members’ clients, general public, and consultants are not as familiar as they should 
be with the image management profession generally, AICI, or AICI’s certification 
program.  What are your thoughts as to ways AICI could help address these issues? 

  

3. What can the chapters do to help offer strong, enticing programs to attract their 
members to attend?  

4. Most AICI members believe AICI’s communications are adequate while about 1 in 3 want 
more.  They also believe current communications provide only “average” usefulness.  
What are your thoughts on how AICI’s communications might be improved?    
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“Only way we hear from AICI is when there is a change in procedure or an announcement. 
Don’t think communication is adequate. Communication with members is very weak. 
Internal leadership communication is very good but leadership don’t communicate with 
members/ chapters. Would like to see more communications from the President on the 
annual meetings and activities, happenings in the industry, media and press releases etc… 
to be on a more frequent basis” 

 

 

 

“Certification is only a measurement tool – can be used to one’s advantage. Senior image 
consultants need to convey to clients the value of certification in the image consulting 
industry. Younger image consultants need to be certified as this would help them. Builds 
the credibility of the image consulting industry. AICI to Market it better” 

 

 

 

“Yes definitely. Would be an excellent partnership. There are many image consultant 
members who teach in these schools” 
 

 

 

“They have been translating materials for the last six years. If AICI is going to be truly 
international then there has to be translation of materials. Members have volunteered in 
the past. AICI can set aside some funds for members of non English speaking countries but 
can’t translate into all the languages. AICI can’t translate into all the languages as this 
would cost a lot of money. How can members in different countries be kept happy – 
Important issue for AICI. Too much overseas focus is corroding American focus. Marketing 
needs to be improved a lot in AICI” 

 
6. 01.30.2012, 2:00 PM 

 

 

5. What do you consider the value of AICI certification—from the perspective of the client 
as well as the consultant who is certified?  How might this be better measured and 
communicated in these economic times?    

 

6. Do you think it feasible and desirable for AICI to partner with schools or other 
organizations in the education and training field to expand the reach of its educational 
programs? 

 

7. Most AICI members are not ready to bear the cost of translating AICI’s materials into 
languages other than English.  How important is this issue?  Do you have any 
suggestion(s) as to how this can or should be handled?    

AICI members believe there is value in AICI membership, particularly certification, but there 
are areas where they do believe improvements could be made:  

1. Regional/AICI marketing tools need to be more numerous and improved—could you 
please share your thoughts on what cost-effective improvement might be made in these 
areas? 
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“Yes. Marketing to the public involves marketing the image consulting industry. The most 
cost effective way to reach out to image consultants is at a chapter level. Empower them. 
Doing training for the chapters to reach out to image consultants at large. Be creative and 
invite people from related industries to come to chapter meeting etc. There could be a fear 
at the chapter level about inviting potential competitors” 

 

 

 

“No cost effective method. Build relationships with larger retailers at an association level – 
Like Macy’s etc..  This would give some leeway for create some sort of brand 
recognition” 

 

 

 

“The problem is not always the program – it is the distance and expense. People don’t see 
value. CEU’s are helping in getting people get to conferences and programs - so implement 
them rigorously. Chapters to alternate meeting venues instead of having them always at the 
home town” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. AICI members’ clients, general public, and consultants are not as familiar as they should 
be with the image management profession generally, AICI, or AICI’s certification 
program.  What are your thoughts as to ways AICI could help address these issues? 

  

3. What can the chapters do to help offer strong, enticing programs to attract their 
members to attend?  

4. Most AICI members believe AICI’s communications are adequate while about 1 in 3 want 
more.  They also believe current communications provide only “average” usefulness.  
What are your thoughts on how AICI’s communications might be improved?    
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“Need to give more to business building and marketing. External articles, external writers 
to be brought in. Get external experts to contribute and give more variety to 
communications. Website still clumsy to navigate though better than the previous version. 
Make the website easily accessible and attractive. Make it easy for people to read and 
understand information” 

 

 

 

“Give certified image consultants the language to talk about AICI and give certified image 
consultants some sort of marketing tool to market” 

 

 

 

“Yes, definitely for image consultant members to go teach in schools” 
 

 

 

 

We are not a large enough association to do that yet. You need to pay for these services. 
From an association level one needs to be talking to members to educate them and to 
communicate things clearly. Realistically this is not possible right now. Possibly get 
volunteers to help at a chapter level. 

 

 

 

7. 02.03.2012, 11:00 AM 

 

 

5. What do you consider the value of AICI certification—from the perspective of the client 
as well as the consultant who is certified?  How might this be better measured and 
communicated in these economic times?    

 

6. Do you think it feasible and desirable for AICI to partner with schools or other 
organizations in the education and training field to expand the reach of its educational 
programs? 

 

7. Most AICI members are not ready to bear the cost of translating AICI’s materials into 
languages other than English.  How important is this issue?  Do you have any 
suggestion(s) as to how this can or should be handled?    

AICI members believe there is value in AICI membership, particularly certification, but there 
are areas where they do believe improvements could be made:  

1. Regional/AICI marketing tools need to be more numerous and improved—could you 
please share your thoughts on what cost-effective improvement might be made in these 
areas? 
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“Need to find better ways to educate the community about what AICI and the value of 
certification – the differentiators that certified members bring. Provide members with 
information to market AICI to market them on their respective website” 

 

 

 

“Statement from AICI about their value add to the image consulting industry and for 
members to educate clients – Post Cards, Bookmarks and other marketing materials” 

 

 

 

“Building relationships is important. This is a woman dominated industry. Need avenues to 
connect and network. Training, Team Building exercises to be conducted. 

Professionalism – AICI lacks this. Hence doesn’t attract top talent. 

Education – Need a well-rounded education instead of trainers teaching the same thing 
over and over again” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. AICI members’ clients, general public, and consultants are not as familiar as they should 
be with the image management profession generally, AICI, or AICI’s certification 
program.  What are your thoughts as to ways AICI could help address these issues? 

  

3. What can the chapters do to help offer strong, enticing programs to attract their 
members to attend?  

4. Most AICI members believe AICI’s communications are adequate while about 1 in 3 want 
more.  They also believe current communications provide only “average” usefulness.  
What are your thoughts on how AICI’s communications might be improved?    
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“Barrage of emails is not read by most members. Website is too cumbersome. Need a more 
streamlined and more visual way to communicate – Short video’s etc. and not emails say in 
60 seconds – a person giving update – News Reader of AICI. Website is difficult to navigate. 
Information not available” 

 

 

 

“Pretty valuable. Helps consultants with a well-rounded education. Confusion for young 
professionals on how to progress in the industry. Doesn’t offer certified members any 
additional benefits. Free Training through webinars, for CIP or CIM members so that there 
is value for members” 

 

 

 

“No don’t think so. AICI’s purpose should be to serve the members. This gives unfair 
advantage to certain members and damaging to AICI’s reputation. Good to promote AICI 
but not to teach content” 

 

 

 

“Pick key languages and translate key materials only. Don’t translate all materials into all 
languages” 
 

 

 

 

8. 02.06.2012, 4:00PM 

 

 

5. What do you consider the value of AICI certification—from the perspective of the client 
as well as the consultant who is certified?  How might this be better measured and 
communicated in these economic times?    

 

6. Do you think it feasible and desirable for AICI to partner with schools or other 
organizations in the education and training field to expand the reach of its educational 
programs? 

 

7. Most AICI members are not ready to bear the cost of translating AICI’s materials into 
languages other than English.  How important is this issue?  Do you have any 
suggestion(s) as to how this can or should be handled?    

AICI members believe there is value in AICI membership, particularly certification, but there 
are areas where they do believe improvements could be made:  

1. Regional/AICI marketing tools need to be more numerous and improved—could you 
please share your thoughts on what cost-effective improvement might be made in these 
areas? 
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“Don’t know what those tools are…Television shows that feature image consultants – lot of 
the people high visibility image consultants are not members of AICI. Either get a cable 
television show that highlights the membership benefits of AICI or even an online 
television show inorder to get the brand out. Easier to do an internet show. Blog talk radio 
did not work as Image Consulting is a visual industry. Idea is good but doesn’t work. 
Internet works. Members would pay to be a part of or utilize this for personal purposes – 
should be for certified members or for a certain amount. Should be for members only. New 
base of income and opportunity for branding through new members. Needs something 
exciting to talk about – for brand awareness” 

 

 

 

“Civility program was done well. Create the effort to provide for an awareness campaign for 
image consulting. Needs a targeted effort. Do a little research on what on the internet can 
be asked for sponsorship – TV programs on the internet. Disability program could be a 
good platform for building awareness. Corporate Sponsorships for events. Like partner 
with Bill and Melinda Gates for specialized programs that could be delivered to them. 
Disability education in a specific area – explore other large projects – ex. Women Losing 
Weight etc....Joint programs should be explored at a national level. Participate in national 
events for specialist marketing strategies” 

 

 

“Have a best practices forum – providing information about the most successful program of 
the year and identify what they did, the speaker, number of attendees and the best 
practices” 

 

 

 

2. AICI members’ clients, general public, and consultants are not as familiar as they should 
be with the image management profession generally, AICI, or AICI’s certification 
program.  What are your thoughts as to ways AICI could help address these issues? 

  

3. What can the chapters do to help offer strong, enticing programs to attract their 
members to attend?  

4. Most AICI members believe AICI’s communications are adequate while about 1 in 3 want 
more.  They also believe current communications provide only “average” usefulness.  
What are your thoughts on how AICI’s communications might be improved?    
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“Connections Magazine – Depends on the persons practice. Information on how to launch a 
business and how to be successful in the industry. Need more business oriented 
communication. Most of the information is more centered towards new members resulting 
in turnover. Nothing for old timers. Best practices on running an image business, where do 
you find your clients, how do you brand the business etc…” 

 

 

 

“A lot of image consultants don’t have certification but are successful. Having the 
certification should be made a selling point. Certification should be made a part of the 
awareness campaign. “Are you hiring image consultants that are certified?” – Awareness. 

Ensure certified image consultants set the standard and benchmarks in the industry 
through professional conduct as well” 

 

 

 

“Opportunity to make money. Good for branding. Jointly branded programs with 
universities – individual consultants too have a money making opportunity and an 
opportunity to expand their networks” 

 

 

 

“Should be handled on a volunteer basis. Maybe the chapter can take that on or the 
membership can take a certain percentage from their revenues. Membership rebates can 
be given to certain country chapters which need translation budgets. As the pot grows 
more translations can be undertaken. Possibly offer leadership points for people who 
undertake initiative within a chapter” 
9. 02.07.2012, 3:00PM 

 

 

5. What do you consider the value of AICI certification—from the perspective of the client 
as well as the consultant who is certified?  How might this be better measured and 
communicated in these economic times?    

 

6. Do you think it feasible and desirable for AICI to partner with schools or other 
organizations in the education and training field to expand the reach of its educational 
programs? 

 

7. Most AICI members are not ready to bear the cost of translating AICI’s materials into 
languages other than English.  How important is this issue?  Do you have any 
suggestion(s) as to how this can or should be handled?    

AICI members believe there is value in AICI membership, particularly certification, but there 
are areas where they do believe improvements could be made:  

1. Regional/AICI marketing tools need to be more numerous and improved—could you 
please share your thoughts on what cost-effective improvement might be made in these 
areas? 
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“Since each chapter is a part of the international group, they should receive direct benefits 
as a result of that membership esp. monetary compensation. Members paying 300 dollars 
in dues and very small amount goes to the chapters. This is not happening now. Chapters 
are then confined to doing fundraising by themselves. People see no value in belonging to 
the international chapter. Lot of requests for people goes to international chapter and does 
not go to local chapters. Specific marketing initiatives and monetary incentives to local 
chapters. Be more responsive to the members” 

 

 

 

“Should be done at an individual chapter level. Mentoring programs being done at a chapter 
level. More funds needed. It is upto the chapter to undertake the initiatives. Needs more 
autonomy within the chapters. Chapters to be made accountable for the initiatives” 

 

 

 

“Provide relevant programs. Collaborate with corporates and retail chains. AICI 
international to ensure conferences are not available at a local level and value additions. 
They are not inexpensive but unique. You need unique programs with a lot of value add.  

International conference level programs should be high level ones not available at a local 
level – what’s happening in Milan, Paris etc…global exposure” 

 

 

 

 

 

2. AICI members’ clients, general public, and consultants are not as familiar as they should 
be with the image management profession generally, AICI, or AICI’s certification 
program.  What are your thoughts as to ways AICI could help address these issues? 

  

3. What can the chapters do to help offer strong, enticing programs to attract their 
members to attend?  

4. Most AICI members believe AICI’s communications are adequate while about 1 in 3 want 
more.  They also believe current communications provide only “average” usefulness.  
What are your thoughts on how AICI’s communications might be improved?    
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“Not much communication. Lots of membership perks are no more available like member 
directory not sent. Last year no brochure was provided for the conference. Member 
directory is required. Due to more of international initiatives and member focus is not 
there. Newsletter frequency has reduced too. News stories in the international conference 
are no more being put out. Redundant articles with no new information, new perspectives 
etc…Nothing that is cutting edge!” 

 

 

 

“Clients don’t necessarily understand the certification and its value. People know the 
consultants not the certificate. Certification has become extremely costly and a time 
consuming affair – almost one year’s work. Renewal of certification is a problem as well. 

Put in articles, brochures and their benefits of them – marketing required. Continuing 
Education Units (CEU’s) needed. FLC is in two parts with each part being costly and time 
consuming” 

 

 

 

“Yes. Should do it. Terrific! Programs for community colleges. In the business curriculum of 
various colleges Image consulting should be a part of the curriculum. Fashion Schools too 
should be good partners” 
 

 

 

“From the members’ point of view, yes that translation should be done. Chapters that need 
the translation maybe should get a greater proportion of the dues and should be 
responsible for the translation” 
 

10. 02.08.2012, 4:00PM 

 

 

5. What do you consider the value of AICI certification—from the perspective of the client 
as well as the consultant who is certified?  How might this be better measured and 
communicated in these economic times?    

 

6. Do you think it feasible and desirable for AICI to partner with schools or other 
organizations in the education and training field to expand the reach of its educational 
programs? 

 

7. Most AICI members are not ready to bear the cost of translating AICI’s materials into 
languages other than English.  How important is this issue?  Do you have any 
suggestion(s) as to how this can or should be handled?    

AICI members believe there is value in AICI membership, particularly certification, but there 
are areas where they do believe improvements could be made:  

1. Regional/AICI marketing tools need to be more numerous and improved—could you 
please share your thoughts on what cost-effective improvement might be made in these 
areas? 
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“The most cost effective way is through social media. The other way is to support members 
to better market their organization – Members bring in other members. Satisfied members 
will bring in more members. A referral program like a member add a member program – 
with benefits – discounts, free registrations to conferences, reward program” 

 

 

 

“Media campaign during some event or a series of events that happen regionally. Provide 
marketing support during these events like for example Civility Campaign. Has to be done 
on a larger scale to get media attention – TV, Publications like Wall Street journal, Forbes 
etc so that clients get to read this and get their attention” 

 

 

 

“Chapters are in different regions and have members with different niches. Chapter needs 
to know who is in their membership – Fashion Consultants, Image Business consultants – 
What do their members do and how they can add value. How can meetings and conferences 
help members in their businesses? Challenges, Areas of Interests – AICI should understand 
these issues and then put in programs. Most image consultants are creative thinkers – 
Chapters need to provide programs which entice members to attend” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. AICI members’ clients, general public, and consultants are not as familiar as they should 
be with the image management profession generally, AICI, or AICI’s certification 
program.  What are your thoughts as to ways AICI could help address these issues? 

  

3. What can the chapters do to help offer strong, enticing programs to attract their 
members to attend?  

4. Most AICI members believe AICI’s communications are adequate while about 1 in 3 want 
more.  They also believe current communications provide only “average” usefulness.  
What are your thoughts on how AICI’s communications might be improved?    
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“If there is more focus on what will be of value to members and minimize the money that 
members have to spend to keep AICI going. It makes members question where their 
membership dollars are going. Make members feel valued. What are members being given 
in return. Membership dues have increased, cost of attending conferences has gone up, Cost 
of certification is very high – In comparison to the earnings of the members” 

 

 

 

“The certification is very useful because it encourages consultants to be more qualified. 
From a client’s perspective – Most clients don’t have an idea about AICI’s certification. 
How do certified members market certification that will help – AICI needs to support 
members through materials, partnering with another organization for important events – 
this will help. Events for members only” 

 

 

 

“Yes. AICI, has not done anything at FIT where many image consultants teach. Build a 
strategic alliance which would help. 150 enrollments at FIT every year – that means 150 
potential members – AICI needs to look at such opportunities. George Brown – in Canada. 
Chicago – Image consulting program. To have a special membership category for such 
institutes at AICI” 

 

 

 

“AICI should look at categorizing information that does not change vs. those changing 
continuously. One time investment should absolutely be undertaken – chapter documents, 
bylaws, sample generic webpage etc… Limit the languages to the regions where the 
maximum members are enrolled. On a regular basis AICI might have to offer special deals/ 
free membership for bilingual members. Maker/Checker – One needs to make and other 
check for validity of the material in the regional language”  
 

5. What do you consider the value of AICI certification—from the perspective of the client 
as well as the consultant who is certified?  How might this be better measured and 
communicated in these economic times?    

 

6. Do you think it feasible and desirable for AICI to partner with schools or other 
organizations in the education and training field to expand the reach of its educational 
programs? 

 

7. Most AICI members are not ready to bear the cost of translating AICI’s materials into 
languages other than English.  How important is this issue?  Do you have any 
suggestion(s) as to how this can or should be handled?    
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5. Focus Group Topic Suggestions: 
 

Given that these ten opinion leaders were all US-based, we recommend organizing the three 
focus groups that are scheduled for this project on the basis of geographic location so that we 
can test the validity of these ideas in markets outside the US as well as to solicit new 
perspectives. 

Each focus group should be scheduled for a two hour period in which we cover the following 
topics: 

• Review a PowerPoint summary of the findings from the quantitative survey as well as 
these opinion leader interviews and ask them to comment—do any of these findings 
surprise them? 

• Identify what they believe to be AICI’s internal strengths and weaknesses as well as 
external trends that could represent either opportunities to build on or threats to 
prepare for. 

• What would be the most cost-effective ways AICI could promote its brand as well as the 
value of the AICI certification in their markets?   
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